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Two Students
Participate in
Convention
by Sharon Ann Slmoni
Two of Trinity's more politically
active students recently partici-
pated in the Democratic National
Convention. Matt Pace was an -
alternate Delegate and John Leis-
enring was a field staff worker.
Both campaigned for Ted Kennedy
at the Convention.
Pace started, campaigning for
Kennedy through an internship at
Trinity. Other campaigners, whom
he met through this internship,
recommended that he run off-slate
as a delegate. Pace, not reg-
istered to vote in Connecticut,
decided to run his own campaign in
his home state of New Jersey. He
went home each week-end in
March and April and during Spring
Break to campaign for himself.
Pace then attended a caucus for
Democrats who supported Ken-
nedy. As a candidate to be a
delegate, he was required to give a
speech. According to Pace, the
candidate who "packs" the most
people in the hall is elected. Pace
brought ten individuals with him
while others brought up to one
I ana fifty people.
John JLelsenring and Matt Pace photo by Maxwell Edusi
by Rachel Mann
The Office of Financial Aid has
undergone some administrative
and monetary changes since last
semester. Triggered by former
Director of Financial Aid John
Taylor's departure and his sub-
sequent complaint of discrim-
ination, Anne Zartarian completes
the job of director under the title of
Assistant Director of Financial Aid.
Other changes include cutbacks
in government funds siphoned into
the financial aid program, an
increase in tuition, and a new
system to determine student need.
According to Associate Admin-
istrative Dean Jack Waggett, Zar-
tarian was hired by the College last
spring as Assistant Director of
Fianancial Aid. Zartarian stated
that "in a working sense" she is
director of the office for the 1980-81
school year. Waggett indicated that
he is also responsible for some
organizational and supervisory
functions in the financial aid office.
There are no plans to hire a new
director, says Waggett. He notes
that Taylor's complaint against the
CpHege is the primary cause for the
that many people HKed mss
so much that they switched their
vote from the individual whom they
originaly supported, to him. On the
first ballot, Pace placed second.
He stated that the candidate who
placed first told those people who
had voted for him on the first ballot
to vote for a candidate on the
second ballot other than Pace. Pace
explained that there were many
"underhanded deals," and be-
' cause of these "deals," he ended
up third on the ballot instead of
second, He did note, however,
that he had been able to break up
the party election.
In Pace's district it was neces-
sary that at least 51 percent of the
voters choose Kennedy in the
primary in order for Kennedy to be
represented at the convention. In
Pace's district Kennedy received
between 60 and 65 percent of the
vote.
At the convention Pace state that
his main duty as a delegate was to
vote on . all issues in the best
• Interest of his district. Pace said he
was "very proud to be a Kennedy
delegate," especially after Ken-
nedy's speech. Pace kept exclaim-
cont. on p. 5
Optimism With
Idea of "Assistant Dean of Students"
by Denise D'Agostlno
Upon the resignation of Barbara
Robinson-Jackson, the ad-
ministration had to decide whether
or not to retain the position of
Director of Minority Affairs. The
College eliminated the post and
incorporated its functions into the
office of an Assistant Dean of
Students.
By reincorporating the respon-
sibilities of the Director of Minority
Affairs back into the Dean of
Students Office, the Tripod re-
ported in the past that the ad-
ministration feels that a larger
number of people will be pressing
for improvements for minority stu-
dents. Several minority students
are somewhat skeptical as to the
kinds and number of improvements
they can expect with this type of
jurisdiction.
For Carmealirta Smith, Vice-
Presidentof the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks (TCB), as well as for fellow
.members Melanie Hines and-
KwaHu Sintim-Misa, President of
TCB, the administration contin-
ually shifts 4he responsibility it has
for its minority students from office
to office. She feels this inconsis-
tency has caused major dissention
among minority students toward
the administration.
According to Hines, to date, the
most unforunate incident was the
creation of the Director of Minority
Affairs itself. As Hines states, "It
was an ambiguous and artifical
office." The students feel that the
administration provided no guide-
lines for the Director and, con-
squently, every item dealt with
became a major issue. Both Hines
and Sintim-Misa view the past
Directorship as a "copout" by the
administration because it provided
a "barrier between students and
administration so they no longer ad
to deal with the Black problem."
It is also their belief that the
Office of Minority Affairs never fit
into the administrative hierarchy
and had no access to the channels
of communication within the col-
lege system.
The most unnecessary con-
Fund Drive Breaks Two Records
by Kathleen Caniso & Nancy Funk
Trinity College's annual giving
drive which ended on June 30 was
highly successful this year. It set
two new all-time records in the
process.
The Alumni Fund, the largest
component of the.campaign, sur-
passed its expected projection ofi
$460,000 and raised a record-high
$512,769, going over one-half mil-
lion for the first time. The grand
total of $753,946 in annual giving,
according to Frank Sherman, Dir-
ector of Annual Giving was also a
landmark in the fund drive's his-
tory. This sum was reached by the
following contributions:
Alumni Fund $512,769.00
Parent's Fund $117,712.00
Friends Fund $54,350.00
Business and
Industry Fund $69,115.00
Sherman noted that among the
various fund-raisers which con-
tributed to the huge success of the
1979-80 campaign, was the 3-day
December alumni phone-a-thon in
which over 60 members of the
student body participated.
Sherman was delighted with the
results of this year's drive, es-
pecially the Alumni Fund's attain-
ment of their one-half million dollar
plateau. He attributed its success
to the tremendous efforts put forth
by the class agents, and other loyal
volunteers and contributors, and
added that it is significant in
today's economic uncertainty that
charitable giving was not affected
by the heavy inflationary demands-
placed on personal income. Ac-
cording to Sherman, the money
raised for this annual fund is used
to keep Trintiy's budget in balance
and to meet the operating expenses
of the college.
Sherman asserted that Trinity is
now preparing to launch its 1980-81
fund drive. This drive will begin
with a conference for agents invited
back to/ the campus September
26-27.
sequence in the matter was, what
Hines terms, a "Black on Black"
conflict. She said by delegating all
responibility to Robinson-Jackson,
tension was created between the
students and her. Hines asserted
that this interpersonal involvement
made it difficult to muster the
objectivity called for in many
situations. Hines feels that not only
was it "not fair to her (Robinson-
Jackson) but to the . students as
well."
College Vice-President Thomas
Smith feels the administration is at
fault for last year's problems
because informed administrative
personnel such as Smith deemed it^
a problem for the students them-
selves to handle in terms of either
getting rid of the director or
keeping her.
The Office was plagued by
discrepancies and inconsistencies.
Asian student Sandy Chin notes
that at the beginning of the 79-80
academic year, she, as well as all
Asian and Hispanic students, were
considered minorities but that, at
some point during the year, the
decision was made to differentiate
between the minorities themselves.
Asians and Hispanics were then
classified as "international stu-
dents/' while the Blacks remained
cont. on p. 4
present distribution of the Financial
aid workload.
According to Thomas Lipps,
Director of Institutional Affairs and
legal advisor to the College, several
months ago, Taylor lodged a case
claiming that the College did not
renew his contract for the 1980-81
school year due to racial consid-
erations.
Lipps mentioned that the Com-
mission on Human Rights is" cur-
rently researching and directing
hearings on the matter. He added, .
"The College has no doubt that it
has acted in a way removed from
any discrimination, total or im-
plied." This assertion was sup-
ported by both Waggett and Vice
President of the College Thomas
Smith.
Smith indicated, however, that
there is a possibility of ^S^t's
replacement into his original po-
sition if the dispute is settled in his
favor. He attributes the existing
status of the financial aid office to
this contingency.
Lipps said, however, that Tay-
lor's reinstatement is a remote
possibility since Taylor found' new
employment in the financial aid
office at Manchester Community
College, in Manchester Connec-
ticut.
Although the administration be-
lieves that Taylor's claim is un-
founded, they will keep the position
of Director of Financial Aid unfilled
until the case has been closed.
Waggett stresses that Zartarian
has official jurisdiction in the office
to handle financial aid packets and
deal with any questions or personal
problems students might have.
Government cutbacks in Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants
(BEOG) and work-study allotments
toTrinity have affected financial
aid's decision concerning student
awards for 1980-81. Zartarian cited
$30,000 as the College's appro*-"
imate aid deficit.
Last year,; according to Zartar-
ian the Federal government decid-
ed that colleges were spending too
much on financial aid. It worked
out a formula last spring for
reducing the amount of money
distributed, causing an across-the-
board cutback of each student's
package by $50. Zartarian said that
the financial aid office has followed
this guideline.
However, the government
changed the formula for need and
submitted the new plan at the end
of this summer. As a result, said
Zartarian, the office has had to
shift all their calculations', thus
cont. on p. 4
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Announcements
ffiology Seminar
Dr. George Witman of Princeton
University will hold a biology
seminar on "Mechanism and Con-
trol of Flagellar Motiiity in Eudar-
yotes'' onThursday, September 25,
at 4:00 p.m. in Life Sciences
Center, Rm. 134. Refreshments
will be served at 3:30 p.m. in Rm.
212, the library of the Life Science
Center.
Math Review
Yes, there will once again be a
Math Review Workshop for Seniors
planning to,take the GRE, LSAT or
GMAT this year. It will cover topics
in arithmetic, elementary algebra
and geometry. The first session is
Thursday, September 25 at 7:00
p.m. in McCook 106. There will be
a charge of $1.00 per person for
materials. Please call Lucy Deep-,
house, Ext. 369, if you wish to sign
up or obtain further information, or
leave a note in McCook 308.
U. of Kent
The Pro-Vice-Chanceilor from
the University of Kent at Canter-
bury (near London) will be at
Trinity on Friday, 26, September,
to talk to students interested in
knowing more about the oppor-
tunities for study at the University
of Kent. He will be available in
Alumni Lounge starting at 2:30
p.m. All are welcome to attend.
Foreign Study
If you are interested in inves-
tigating the possibility of foreign
study during your undergraduate
years at Trinity, you should Very
soon obtain the blue information
sheet and attachments available in
the Office of Foreign Study Ad-
vising (Williams 109— next to the
Vice President's Office) if you have
not already done so. Also, be sure
to come to one of the following
general information meetings
which will be held in Alumni
Lounge:
22 Sept. 1980, Mon. 1:30 p.m.
30 Sept. 1980, Tue. 11:00 a.m.
3 Oct. 1980, Fri., 4:00 p.m.
TC Republician Club
The Trinity College Republican
Club will hold its first meeting on
Tuesday, September 23, at 7:00
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. All are
invited to attend.
ConnPIRG
Anyone interested in running for
the Local Board of ConnPIRG must
submit his name to Dave Cameron
(Box 980) by Tuesday, September
23. There are 6 openings.
local Board
There will be an organizational
meeting on Wednesday, Septem-
ber 24, at 8:30 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge.. Possible projects for the
year to be discussed include:
Alcohol education programs, wo-
men's health care, farmer's mar-
kets and co-ops, truth-in-testing,
and energy consercation programs.
Big Brother/Big Sister
Anyone interested in becoming a
big brother or ,big sister, an
introductory meeting will be held
on Wednesday, September 24, at
7:00 p.m. in the Washington Room.
Women's Center
Women's Center open meeting
for all students to discuss women's
issues and the role of the; Women's
Center on campus: The Women's
Center program is for you - come
help to shape it. Be a catalyst for
change on campus. Wednesday,
Sept. 23, 7:00 p.m. at the Women's
Center, third.floor Mather. Bring
your ideas and energy.
Writing Center
Help for writing problems or
questions is available to all Trinity
students at the Writing Center.
Located in the English Building,
115 Vernon Street, the Center is
open 9-4 Monday and Friday, 9-5
Tuesday through Thursday, To
take adcantage of this free service,
drop in or call extension 392 for an
appointment.
Parent's Weekend
Students interested jirf working
for Parents' Weekend, please
contact W. J. Asm us of L. DiCara
ext. 273 or 274, Non-Aid students
are also encouraged tp inquire.
Gym Class Volunteer
Volunteers wanted to teach a
gym class at St. j Augustine':
Elementary School, II interested
please call Sister Evelyn, Principal
St. Augustine School: 249-5661
Parttime Bookkeeper
ConnPIRG is seeking a student
to work about 10 hours per week at
its downtown Hartford Office to
maintain its basic financial records.
Hours are flexible, but the person
must be reliable.
No experience is necessary. The
person will be trained to handle
ConnPIRG's recordkeeping
system. Applicants must have clear
handwriting, a head for figures, and
enough manual dexterity to run a
calculator. No math anxiety. High
tolerance to frustration.
Pay: Minimum wage - $3.12/ hr.
Apply to: Jack Hale
ConnPIRG I
30 High St., Rm.!lO8
Hartford, CT. 06103
525-8312 |
The People Center
If your relationships are not
satisfying and enjoyable, learri how
to turn it ail around iand make it
good for you. j
You're invited to attend one of
the upcoming guest seminars
sponsored by the People Center.
The People Center is a group
which sponsors seminars and
workshops designed to help people
deal with everyday problems' and
frustrations more effectively and
with less pain. I
Guest seminars will be held on
Friday, September 26, and Friday,
October 3. Time is 8:00 p.m. and
place is Holiday Inn in East
Hartford.
The speaker on
 ;both evenings
will be Mr. Jack Cohen, Director of
the People Center, vi'hose topic will
be Ralationships. •
For further information, dates
times, places, directions or a ride
call Lynn Files at 644-J1794.
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES jk LIQUORS
219 New Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
John W. Dulka, Prop. (corner Henry St. next to Comer Tap)
Richardson
New MaIJ
by Joseph McAleei*
Have you grown tired of the
shops and restaurants at the Hart-
ford Civic Center Mall? I Do you
dread the twenty-minute; ride to
Westfarms mall in Farmirigton? If
you do, and feel the need for a
change, there is a new indoor mall
in downtown Harford to exper-
ience: The Richardson Shops.
This three-level complex of
stores and restaurants, located at
942 Main Street, will celebrate its
first year anniversaty next month.
It is the creation of a local
developer, Metropolotian Proper-
ties, from two historic brownstone
buildings downtwon, between the
G. Fox and Sage-Allen department
stores.These structures, the old G.
Fox warehouse, built in 1920, and
the former Brown-Thompson
Building, designed in 1875 by
Henry Hobson Richardson, were
combined and refurbished into
85,000 square feet, of retail space
and 120 apartments. Hence, the
Richardson Shops and the Richard-
son Apartments are aptly named
after the architect himself.
The mall incorporates a pot-
pourri of diverse shops that satisfy
nearly every taste in fashion,
eating, design, and hairstyling, At
the Design Forum, a delightful
store on ground level, one can find
the perfect gift for just about
anyone, from "Pickled People", to
stuffed animals and from, tea
strainers to wall hangings. For the
connoisseur of fine jewelry, ther is
the Hartford Diamond Exchange,
with an inventory in excess of two
million dollars. There are fine shoe
stores for both sexes, A.S. Beck for
women and Florsheim for men.
Fusco Shoe Repair is conveniently
located in the mall near these two
stores.
Shops Bring
Downtown
The Photo Patio charges 19C to
develop one color print. Music and '
stereo lovers can find bargains at
both Musicland and Radio Shack,
both part of The Richardson Shops!
For the serious student and book-
worm, Waldenbooks features all of
the latest bestsellers as well as a
huge inventory of fiction and
non-fiction titles. Finally, the mall
is not lacking a hair salon. Hair by
Emanuel, Ltd., is located on the
third level.
Food lovers, take heart: The
Richardson Shops feature two pop-
ular restaurants, Swensen's Ice
Cream and Brown Thomson and
Co. In addition, natural food «.
thusiasts will have a ball at the
Frontier Fruit and Nut counter and
hot-doggers will savor the franks at
Orange Julius.
All three levels of The Richard-
son Shops are connected by a
central staircase, as well as by a
large glass elevator. Last Thursday
the "Temple Court Connector"
was formally dedicated. It is a glass
enclosed, climate-controlled walk-
way that joins the mall with the
Sage-Allen department store. The
Richardson Shops are also con-
nected to G. Fox and Company,
thereby permitting shoppers to
conveniently visit all three es-
tablishments without having to go
outside.
According to Susan Kilduff, an
apartment leasing agent for the
Richardson complex, the apart-
ments are presently 80 percent
leased, and the retail space in the
mall is about 50 percent leased.
Eventually 60 shops v.ill fill the
three levels of ihc lacihu
i fl'nproperties,
therefore, has restored tjic:, .build-
ings back to their origirui'ii'so n>=
stores and cip.trlments
HELP WANTED:
Colpitts Travel/Dedham
is seeking students to work
as campus representatives.
Benefits include free travel and
monetary remuneration.
For further info call:
Pat Antonellis at 617-326-7800 (9-5)
©f 6173271687 (after 6.)
•ft.-/-
French craft, American style.
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Energy Usage atTrinity is the
Subject of Review by Engineer
Pholo •), .•( l H.ill
Women's Center Hires
an Experienced Director
by Susan Leigh Sherrlll
It is likely that few Trinity
students are fully aware of the
existence of the Women's Center,
and that still fewer take advantage
of its programs and facilities. Leslie
Brett, the new Cordinator of the
Center, is determined to change
this.
Ms. Brett has had a good deal of
previous experience with women's
organizations. As an un-
dergraduate at Wesleyan (1976),
she was involved in various on-
campus feminist groups, and she
has also worked as a "crime
prevention planner." For two-and-
a-half years, beginning in 1978, Ms.
Brett was the co-coordinator of
Interval House, a shelter for
battered women. She resigned that
post, she says, because she got
**""tOTnifed"-^ ttf..""st ieojrimon result of
long-term work with people "in
trouble. Ms. Brett is currently a
member of the Steering Committee
for the National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, and a graduate
student of anthropology at CUNY.
To quote the Trinity College
handbook: "The Trinity Women's
Center is a collectively run
organization committed to
promoting personal growth and
community among women. It was
established by a group of Trinity
women in September, 1977, with
funding from the college." , '. ••
The Women's Center at Trinity
is an attractive,'comfortable place
- to gather. Its two rooms are well
furnished, one contains a kit-
chenette available for use upon
arrangement. There is a small but
interesting library, a large, up-to-
date women's magazine collection,
and a collection of women's
records. A resource file contains
information on agencies and
programs in greater Hartford
designed to meet women's needs
and interests.
Brett stressed that the Women's
Center need not only be used for
meetings and -special events but
that anyone could use the space for
quiet study.
When asked why she thinks^that
the Women's Center is important,
cont. on p. 4
by Megan White
"The conservation of energy
requires a combination of things:
they physical ability to control ,
energy usage, as well as human
awareness, appreciation, and
committment," according to
Walter Tallafuss, a professional
engineer currently involved in
consulting work for the energy
management of Trinity, Bowdoin,
and Connecticut College.;
Last week Tallafuss made his
initial visit to Trinity in order to
gain a general orientation to its
physical plant and energy
management systems. In several
months he will return, after
digesting gathered information, to
advise the Administration as to
areas of further study that might be
undertaken to upgrade Trinity's
efforts in energy conservation.
Tallafuss is a registered
professional engineer in
Massachusetts, specializing in
heating, ventillating, and
mechanical engineering, Prior to
1979 he was employed by Stone
and Webster Engineering of
Boston, dealing primarily in
engineering associated with
facilities and the management of
design engineering groups. His
services were suggested to Trinity
by the Braitmayer Foundation,
which arinually; makes con-
tributions to many colleges, and
whose grant is responsible for some
of Tallafuss' funding. Tallafuss
•describes the engagement of his
services as stemming from a
recognition of need on the part of
the colleges, and the generosity of
such foundations as the Brait-
mayer. _ • •
Having just begun his assign-
ment, Tallafuss is currently making
his initial visits to the three schools.
He had already traveled to
Bowdpin prior to viewing Trinity's
campus last week, and this week is
traveling to Connecticut College-.
The first visits to the schools were
made for the purpose of general
orientation.
Tallafuss is interested in what the
physical and heating plants of each
school consist of, the schools'
steam distribution, as well as the
mechanical and electrical systems.
He also gathered information
about the age and construction of
campus buildings. After making his
preliminary visits, Tallafuss will
study the facts he has gathered and
will return to the schools in several
months in order to advise the
administration of each in regard to
suggestions for further energy
study. He stresses, "I am not a
school employee, but will serve in
an advisory nature to the ad-
ministrations."
Tallafuss described his ob-
jective: "I am to serve as a clearing
house of information between the
three schools and will com-
municate what each is doing in its
own way, and what each has found
to fee cost effective in regard to
energy conservation measures.
Each has done quite a bit already
and is currently doing so, with
plans for additional measures." He
notes that both Bowdoin and
Trinity have the facility for energy
management using a computer,
Iron Pony PubOpens With NewPlans
by Andrew Ymrkovsky
, • Trinity's Iron Pony Pub, which
cleared a profit of approximately
S3.000 last year, will be open
during the 1980 Christmas Term
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Monday
through Thursdays and from 9 p.m.
to 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
This year, most of the entertain-
ment at the Pub will be provided by
student performers, who, accord-
ing to Student Affairs Adviser
Wayne Asmus, receive the most
•***••(»•»•••••»•«••
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUETS
SUPERWINNER SI 2:95 FRAME
COLLEGE SPORTSHOP
112 frew Britain Ave.
:
enthusiastic response from pat-
rons. The Pub will feature 60's
music on Monday nights and jazz
on Tuesday nights. Every evening
from 9 to 10 p.m., prices will be
reduced on all drafts. By the end of
this week, some kind of snacks,
'probably grinders or pizza, should
be available for sale.
Last year, many students ex-
pressed displeasure with the Pub
management's stringent carding
practices. Because of previous,
unfounded charges that minors
were being served and subsequent
problems with "'police everyone will
be carded at the door and must
show either a Trinity ID or, if one is
a guest of a Trinity student, a
driver's license.
- The disappearance of glasses
resulted in a loss of approximately
$150 last year and Asmus
warns that students caught stealing
them will lose the privilege of using
the Pub for an unspecified length of
time. • • • • • • • • :
and both, for several years, have
undertaken energy conservation
measures. In addition, the two
schools have formulated long range
energy conservation plans with
submitted estimates.
Bowdoin's energy system,
according to Tallafuss, differs fromm
Trinity's in that there is no pipeline
gas available to the • campus.
Whereas Trinity has recently in-
stalled two new gas fired boilers,
Bowdoin is looking into fuel
alternatives. The Department of
Energy, stated Tallafuss, has a
good amount of funds available for
research in this area, as such
alternatives as the liquefaction and
gasefication of coal, the burning of
wood, the utilization of wastes for
combustion, and the use of solar
energy for hot water, space heating
and the generation of electricity
are being looked into. Tallafuss
added, however, that Bowdoin has
taken one measure in regard to
raising . the energy consciousness"
level on campus that Trinity has
not: namely, the organization of a .
student group, the Bowdoin Energy
Research Group.
Tallafuss concluded that he
needed to carefully review in-
formation gathered at Trinity
before he could make suggestions
i as to ways in which the school
might improve its use of energy. \He
did comment, however, that during
his visit last week he located
automatic temperature control
problems in some of"Trinity's air
conditioners which he might be
asked to further investigate. Other
possible areas he may be exploring
include options in expanding
energy audits, and making greater
use of computer modeling for
finding theoretical energy loss and
potential savings.
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Foreign Studies Offered
to All Trinity Students
by Jon Goodman
One of the educational opportun-
ities available to students at Trinity
is that of studying at other academ-
ic institutions for one or two
semesters. Dean Robbins Winslow,
Director of Foreign Studies and
promoter of academic leaves of
absence has organized gatherings
throughout the fall to inform inter-
ested students.
There will be three meetings this
fall concerning investigating, con-
sidering and choosing a foreign
study program." The dates are as
follows: September 30, at 11:00 and
October 3, at 4:00. Each meeting
will be held in the Alumni Lounge.
There are a wide range of study
situations open to Trinity students.
One can choose to go to Trinity's
own campus in Rome, or one can
choose from among the many
schools around the world with
which Trinity maintains affilia-
tions.
In addition there are a number of '
housing arrangements available.
These include living in a dorm
situation, living with a family or
renting an apartment. English
schools probably offer the most
variety in these areas because one
is not hampered by language and
government restrictions.
The study opportunities can be
very valuable if the student knows
what he is looking for. Those
interested in the areas of languaget
comparative law or international
politics arc almost assured academ-
ic .satisfaction, while for others
whole new areas of study open up.
For example, a student studying iff
England recently switched her
direction of study to archeology
after becoming involved in the
recovery and restoration of a Tudor
ship.
The number of people involved
in foreign studies has increased.
There were 79 students involved
three years ago and this fall there
are 107. (This figure does not
include those on the Rome
Campus). Overall, about 30 percent
of each year's graduating class has
taken part in foreign studies.
Winslow's philosophy is that
while foreign studies may not be
for everyone, it should be a part of
everyone's studies to consider the
opportunity. Though he does not
actively try to solicit students, he is
eager to help all those who are
interested. In addition to his
advice, there are many booklets
which contain brochures, sample
applications and advice from past
participants in the foreign studies
program.
Brett Anticipates Planning a Good Year
cont. from p.
Brett replied: "Issues of sexism and
the need for changing women's
roles in our society is pervasive. In
the '80's we have to put a lot of
energy into ways in which women
are oppressed in our culture so that
men and women can share with
one another more fully. I think
that's a part of the Trinity campus."
The direction of the Trinity
Government Cuts Aid
cont. from p. 1
costing the College approximately
$15,000. She said that students
should not be surprised to receive
change of award notices in the
course of the year.
The work-study allotment to the
College was also reduced. Waggett
admitted that, as a result of this
cut, most students "expected
personal work-study contri-
butions" were increased about
$100 each. He emphasized, how-
ever,, that Trinity still provides
more for its students than do other
schools on the East coast.
The College itself contributed
fourteen percent of it annual fund
to the financial aid budget, said
Waggett, in accordance with their
agreement to meet the needs of
Trinity students in the face of the
increase in tuition. In addition, the
development Office, continues to
search for more grants, endow-
ments, and donations.
According to Zartarian, only one
group of students should feel the
effects of these government cut-
backs. Zartarian noted that who
initially came to Trinity without any
aid from the College, yet who need
help in subsequent years, may
initially be denied financial aid.
She pointed out that students
who were given aid as entering
freshmen will have first priority.
After those awards are covered,
said Zartarian, new financial aid
applicants in the sophomore, junior
and senior classes desiring aid will
be given as much as possible.
However, shortages may prevent
the College from fully helping
these students. "We may be able
to help them more in the spring,"
commented Zartarian.
The Financial Aid Office is open
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. "If any
student needs advice on financial
matters, they are welcome to drop
by," said Zartarian.
"Things are getting tenser fin-
ancially. Everyone is worrying
about money." she said.
Women's Center is conducted by
the Coordinator - Leslie Brett, and
the Coordinating Committee,
made up of approximately fifteen
students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators. According to Brett,
the Committee must decide this-
year where they will place their
energy: into programs and
activities, into continuous
education about feminist issues, or
into one big conference at some
point later in the year.
There will be an open meeting at
the Women's Center on Wed-
nesday, September 23, at 7 p.m.
Anyone interested in the Center is
strongly encouraged to attend as
the Center "suffers from not
enough participation by women
students", Brett says that her
"object is to get as many women -
here as possible and to hear from
them what the Women's Center
can be and do".
The Women's Center hours are-
Sunday through Friday, 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. and every evening from 7 to
10 p.m. except Friday
 and
Saturday. As the semester
progresses, it may be open some
mornings. Ms. Brett is in her office
Monday through Wednesday, The
Center can be reached by phone at
527-3151, extension 459, and by
mail at Box 1385.
MinorityStudents Look
at Search Techniques
cont. from p, 1
"minorities." The affairs of the
international students were then
handled by the usual adminis-
trative channels such as Housing
and Security while, as Sintim-Misa
noted, Black students continued to
deal only with the office of Robin-
son-Jackson.
The committee involved in the
selection of the new Assistant Dean
consists of at least three minority
students who will take into con-
sideration past difficulties and
present ill-feelings in their choice
for the position.
Rita Cordova, a Hispanic student
and member of La Voz Latina,
believes the job requires a person
with past counseling experience as
well as the ability to effect a
balance between minority and non-
minority students. Hines declared
that "if a Black was not hired for
the position, it would be a slap in
the face on the part of the
administration." Hines feels that
there is a lack of sincerity in the
Administration's search for an
Assistant Dean because, as Hines
and Sintim-Misa pointed out, there
have been no adds placed in such
journals as Black Scholar, where
truly sensitive and qualified ap-
plicants might be found.
In general, this group of students
agree that it is favorable that the
responsibility for minority affairs
will be within the Dean's Office - a
more centralized unit.
>i
You Can Still Make
A Difference
While careers in public service may not be as fashionable
as they were a decade ago, such careers can be very
rewarding and personally satisfying.
After just three months of intensive training at The Institute
for Paralegal Training, ypu will be prepared to work in govern-
ment agencies, public service organizations and lawfirms as
a Legal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public
Law or Criminal Law. You will do work traditionally performed
by attorneys. You will work in the dynamic field of govern-
ment legislation and regulation and be involved in such areas
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal
Justice, Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product
Safety Law. .
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towardsa
Master of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of
Law for all course work completed at The Institute.
We are the nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than
4,000 college graduates from across the country.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking
• fora meaningful career, contactyour PlacementOffice foran
interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on: Monday; Octdber '6 -
The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training
235 South 17th Stree!
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600
(Opnriilud by Para-Legal, Inc I
Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.
•,' Wf ,y
1 Decorate the dorm with Inexpensive Remnants v H
NEW
%cords S#& Tilings
Out of Print LP's
FANTASTIC
SELECTION -
VELVETS -
PLUSHES(many colors)
UNITED
SELECTION
DOZENS OF SMALL SIZE REMNANTS - ALL SIZES
TAKE 'EM AWAY - NEVER AGAIN!
SAVE 75% OFF
800 Silas Dean® Hwy.
WetherefSeld, C t
M-W-F
2:30-6:00
T-Th
5:00—8*00
Sat.
9:00—4:00
W% FM.SAT
SOME SLIGHTLY
SOILED
FRIEDMAN FLOOR
COVERING CENTER
only a walk away 6 * ^ 408 New Britain Ave. Hartford
LOW, LOW Prices 249-6593
THE ORIGINAL FRIEDMAN FAMILY CARPET STORE
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Students Cite Convention as Unforgettable
cont. from p. 1
ing that the convention was an
"incredible experience" and that
he was "shocked" at some of the
dealings there. He was especially
shocked at the Carter staff dele-
gates who actually threatened
Carter delegates with bodily harm,,
if they decided to switch their
support to Kennedy. Pace felt
much of the decision in voting was
decided in back rooms and not by
the people.
The atmosphere was "incred-
ible" according to Pace, in refer-
ence to being surrounded by all
Democrats. Unfortunately Pace felt
some of the Kennedy people were
disillusioned by the outcome of the
convention which he feels is some-
what understandable after nine
months of hard campaigning.
Pace still felt it was wrong for
Kennedy supporters to walk out
because "it made Carter look
worse." He felt they should re-
member that their "main goal is to
defeat Reagan."
John Leisenrtng who also cam-
paigned for Kennedy at the con-
vention became seriously inter-
ested in Kennedy after attending a
Kennedy meeting at Trinity. Leis-
enring then contacted the Kennedy
campus representative and through
him received an opportunity to
campaign in the second caucus
held in Augusta, Maine. In Maine
Leisenring primarily passed out
leaflets, but he also made phone
calls and canvassed parts of the
area. \
After returning from Maine,
Leisenring became a volunteer
staff worker in Connecticut and
New Jersey. While volunteering,
he met a number of people within
the organization, whom he went on
to the convention with, cam-
paigning daily.
Leisenring's duties at the con-
vention included answering
phones, sending messages, keep-
ing delegates informed and general
publicity fot Kennedy.
Leisenring says he will "never
forget" his "amazing experience"
at the convention. He explained
how surprised he was at the way
the public was kept unaware of the
extent that Carter people were
trying to sway non-committed del-
egates to support the President
through promises.
"Media is so powerful," at the
convention stated Leisenring. He
feels thje public doesn't realize the
amount of control that television
dictates. He feels that the public
watching the convention through
television gets a much more "de-
tailed jand analytical" view but
does not see behind the scenes.
Leisenring felt the media was very
aggressive in getting interviews,
which can be very confusing both
while setting up and interviewing.
Leisenring noted that public does
not realize that some of the
interview is cut out.
Leisenring who is a refistered
Republican was originally a Ford
supporter. When Ford dropped
from the race, Leisenring felt
Kennedy was the best candidate
due to his eighteen years of
experience as a senator, and his
forcefulness as a speaker.
Leisenring thinks that John An-
derson is a "non-viable, maverick
spoiler," but respects him for
trying to create a third party.
Leisenring also believes Carter in
has a "somewhat good record,"
though he is "somewhat senile,"
though he is "somewhat senile".
Leisenring feels that he still has no
choice but to support Reagan in
November.
Before the final outcome of the
convention, Leisinring talked with
one woman from the Vermont
delegation who felt Carter was the
only one who could defeat Reagan,
but that Kennedy might possibly
be the best candidate in 1984.
At the Republican National Con-
vention, Susan MacGrath went as a
guest, as did some other Trinity
students. Susan feels that the
Republican convention was much
different than the Democratic,
since there was "no contest" and
everyone "knew what was going to
happen." She felt the convention
was more of a party especially in
her position as a guest. She said tht
the only kind of political excitement
at the convention was when every-
one mistakenly thought Ford was
chosen as Reagan's running mate.
Water Levels
Low; Trees
May Suffer
Federal officials stated
last week that water levels
in the state's rivers and
streams are at their lowest
levels in fifteen years.
These low levels are pri-
marialy due to the lack of
rain and snowfall - in the
state this year. One official
states that the rivers and
streams in Connecticut are
now close to the levels they
were in the drought years
of 1963-1965.
The lack of rain is about
twenty percent below nor-
mal for the year, and it is
possible that this will cause
premature changes in color
of tree foliage, and many
trees shedding their leaves
in September instead of
October. It also may cause
an automatic shift in foliage
colors from green to brown
without going throught the
usual reds' and yellows.
Our biggest sale of the Fall
Thursday, September f 5
Noon 'til Midnight!
teehhifi
Quality components at the rignt price.
Corbins Corner Shopping Center, West Hartford 521-4330
In Connecticut: New Haven, Groton, Westport, and Stamford. Stores also throughout New York,
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Michigan and Ohio.
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?
A representative
wil l be on the campus
1
 TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 4 , 1 9 8 0
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and iob opportunities
in the -field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER COUNSELING
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona B53O6
* * + • • • * • • * • • * • * • • * • • *
CASA DI
TRAVEL
Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
DOMENIC SCOTECE(203) 527-6600
422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn. .06106
across from D&D Package
• • • * • * * • * • • • • • • • *
The I'KllNITY TR1PUU, Vol 79,
Issue 3, September 23,1980.
The TRIPOD Is published
weekly on Tuesday, except
vacations, during the ac-
ademic year. Student sub-
scriptions are included in the
student activities fee; other
'subscriptions ace $12.00 per
j year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal Reg-
• later, Palmer, Mass., and Pub-
; Ushed at Trinity College, Hart-
1
 ford, Conn., under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Second class
pOsiage paid at Hartford, C(.
Advertising rate* are $2.50 per
cohunn Inch, $45 per quarter
page, $85 per half page, and
$160 fog a, foil page.
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Editorial
A Leadership Role
The Student Government Association has had a
record, in past years, of being weak and ineffective. As
the new year gets underway The Tripod hopes the SGA
will assume the leadership role that it is rightfully
entitled to.
The SGA should be a strong voice representing the
opinions of students to the administration. In order to
do this we feel certain changes must be made.
Perhaps the biggest problem the SGA.has faced over
the last two years has been feeble leadership. The
President of the SGA is elected from within the SGA.
We feel the president and vice president should be
elected in a campus wide election. This would force
candidates to campaign and become known to the
students they must lead. We would hope that under a
system J.Ike this the candidates would put a platform
before the student body, so that students could vote on
the basis of issues, not just personalities.
All candidates for the SGA should be required to
submit written declarations of their canidacy for
publication in the Tripod. This year only two candidates
submitted campaign statements to the Tripod. If
student candidates want the support of their fellow
students they should be willing to publicly ask for such
support. •
The SGA in order to maintain the highest possible
visability on campus must change the night of their
meetings toWednesday or Thursday. This would allow
an agenda to be published in the Tripod before the
meeting. If students see something on the agenda that
interests them then they can go to the meeting and
express their views.
None of these ideas are new, they were suggested by
us last spring, it has become somewhat of a tradition
for theTrlpod to criticize the SGA at least once a
semester. We hope that by starting out the year with a
few suggestions the SGA will listen and become an
effective and active voice of the student body.
Good Job
Trinity's annual giving campaign set two new records
this year. The alumni campaign raised over a half
million dollars for the first time and the entire
campaign set an all time record by raising $753,946.
The development office, the class agents and student
volunteers are to be commended for a fine job. It is
particulary heartening to see this record setting pace
during a time of economic hardship. The alumni and
friends of the College have shown that they are willing
to support the College, even if they must personally
sacrifice.
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Running, in Place
Turn on the Tube and Turn off
by Kate Meyers
It is no lie that we are children of
the medium. Medium, singular, as
in television. Last Monday
evenging's plan fluctuated between
Goldie Hawn and Chevy Chase in
"Foul Play" and "Monday Night
Football", but Kenny Stabler and
Earl Campbell prove the more
alluring so I tune into ABC. Frank
Gifford, Don Meredith and
Howard Cosell are not nearly as
entertaining as Curly, Larry, and
Moe, but they are supposed to have
more intellect. I am told by my
mother that Gifford is a sex
symbol; by my father that Jeff and
Hazel's baby boy is funny; and by
everyone in general that Cosell is
an idiot. But as long as I can turn
on the tube, I can turn off ray mind
and since most'television is geared,
written, and produced for the min-
dless, everything should be
copesetic.
I thought I might take this space
and preview, for anyone wishing to
turn off their minds, what old, new
and exciting things the networks
are offering this season. Bad news
first— the actor's strike that began
in July has slowed production
substantially, and re-runs may be
excessive until the end of Sep-
tember. When the new episodes do
surface you will find Laverne and
Shirley moved to Hollywood. I'm
not sure what provoked this
relocation but it could serve as an
excuse for a little more flesh on the
screen. Charlie has decided to boot
Shelly Hack and hire Tanya
Roberts as his third angel. I wonder
if she can walk and chew gum at
the same time? Richie Cun-
ningham (Ron Howard) has
defected to NBC which just goes to
show that the all-american boy will
give up "Happy Days" for big bucks
if the situation provides itself.
Coach Reeves gets some new
recruits on "The White Shadow"
but we don't know if they'll be able
to play defense.
The daytime soaps will still be
around for anyone interested. Will
Nina and Cliff ever live in peace?
Will Dorian self-destruct? Will
Luke and Laura do it? You may be
on social security before the truth
comes out but at least there will be
some continuity in your life. NBC
has blessed us with "Texas," a new
story of millionaire oilmen. It
might be fun to lay odds on who
will get the first divorce, who will
get amnesia and whose daughter
will be kidnapped.
Mini-Series and movies will be
a strong attraction this fall. ABC's
"East of Eden" and CBS's "A
Rumor of War" both sound like
interesting sagas. Old favorites like
"The Wizard of Oz," "Gone With
the Wind," and "Rocky" .will once
again grace the screen. You can
laugh with "Annie Hall," cry with
"An Unmarried Woman," unionize
with "Norma Rae ," or go
"Meatballs" with Bill Murray. "AH
The President's Men," "Dog Day
Afternoon," "Julia," and "The Boys
in Company C" provide a more
serious side to these night time
offerings.
Some of the season's new shows
include two movies adapted to
situation comedies, a new police
story, an animal extravaganza, a
high-rent soap and a "Ladies-
Man." Sean Cassidy stars -m
"Breaking Away" and although r m
not too impressed with the Hardy
Boy's acting ability, his parents in
the show (Barbara Barrie and
, Vincent Gardenia) have enough
talent to keep this one afloat. The
same cannot be said for CBS1
attempt to recreate the bad -
moments of a bad detective movie
entitled "Freebie and The Bean."
"Hill Street Blues" will be another
television-land police precinct; an
unrealistic realistic view of crime,
Getting off the city streets and onto
the quiet roads of a small mid-
western town for a new angle ol
high cost melodrama," Streets of
Midland Heights" promises a real
live heiress, a teacher-student
romance and various sexual ex-
ploits. Prescilla Presley, Jim
Stafford, and Burgess Meredith will
oppose "Sixty Minutes" and en-
deavor to enlighten the public to
the amazing world of animals. Too
bad they couldn't pre-empt the
Presidential debates. And finally,
for you males who are growing a bit
tired of Charlie's women and who
would like to fix your fantasies on
some new figures, "Ladies' Man"
brings us the life of the token male
on an all women's magazine. Poor
puns, puckered lips, and -
protruding chests will prevail.
Well, that's about all the
previewing this space will allow I
can only hope that you have found
a few things to suit your taste. If I
have failed in extracting the least
measure of excitement, J am truly
sorry. May I suggest in a last-ditch,
desperate * effort., a nice quiet
evening of"(yMf'/cJu guessed it,
folks) study?
Campaign '80
The Anderson Difference?
by Bern Dempsey
In order to win the 1980 pres-
idential election, Independent can-
didate John Anderson may have to
beat Jimmy Carter twice. Most
obviously he must beat the incum-
bent president (as well as Ronald
Reagan and an assortment of lesser
known candidates) on November 4
at the polls-which presently ap-
pears to be a different task. A more
immediate, although less obvious
and perhaps greater hurdle for
Anderson to overcome in order to
establish himself in the remaining
weeks of this campaign as a truly
electable candidate is, to elem-
inate, in the minds of the press, the
unpleasant lessons of Jimmy Car-
ter's 1976 campaign.
As the Democratic candidate for
the presidency in 1976 Carter ran,
as Anderson has this year, as
almost a complete unknown. The
press quickly caught on to his fresh
idealism, apparent honesty and
assumed innocence. To many
Jimmy Carter was simply a new
face, well polished and perhaps
even charismatic to those who were
then, and are still now, searching
desperately for a figure to effec-
tively lead our country. In a large
way, Jimmy Carter was a creation
of the media.
As we approach the 1980 presi-
dential election, we are faced with
a choice between an incumbent
President who has an all time low
approval rating, a Republican can-
didate who from some of his public
statements appears neither to have
the depth of intelligence nor the
leadership qualities neccessary to
turn our country around, and
relatively' unknown Independent
candidate who is considered by
most as merely a spoiler.
When Representative John An-
derson first became a visible
candidate during the Republican
primaries he became the darling of
the press, with numerous positive
articles written about him by
respectable sources'. It became
obvious, however, that his views
were nqt in the mainstream of the
republican party, a party tht rep-
resents less than twenty-five per-
cent of the electorate, so Anderson,
when he became Convinced that he
had no chance to capture the
Republican nomination, broke off
and entered the election as an
independent.
Since Anderson has undertaken
his National unity campaign, a
large portion of the press has
virtually ignored his candidacy,
and refuses to endorse him as an
actual alternative to the unpopular
major party candidates. Anderson
is thought of as an extremely
intelligent and honest man, a
former leader of the Republican
party, and an effective speaker, his
present views, although they have
changed greatly since his earlj
years in the house, have been over
this campaign, a great deal more
consistent than those of the Presi-
dent and considerably more mod-
erate and rational than those
spoken by the Republican chal-
lenger.
So it seems the outcome of the
1980 presidential election will be
very much in the hands of the
• press. Reporters and writers close-
ly scrutinized and criticize every
statement made by Ronald Reagan
that possibly can be made to sound
controversial. Jimmy Carter hides
from the press, in the Rose Garden
during the primaries, and now
anywhere but on the same podium
as John Anderson. But for Ander-
son, who has far fewer funds to
campaign with than either of his
challengers, the press presently
refused to give the exposure that
helped to create and catapult
Jimmy Carter into the presidency
in 1976 as a virtual unknown. My
assessment is that as President,
John Anderson could not possibly
do as poorly as Jimmy Carter, nor
is he as scary or as out of step with
the American public as is Ronald
Reagan. Unfortunately, because
the press, seemingly afraid of
creating another failure as Presi-
dent, continues to excuse the
Anderson campaign as unrealistic
and unworthy of endorsement, the
American public may never. per-
cieve, and thus have opportunity to
vote for, the Anderson difference.
Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes letter to the Editor. All letters
must be signed by the author whose name will be
withheld when requested. Letters which are in poor
taste or libelous will not be printed. All letters must be
typed and doubled spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m.
Saturday.
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Letters to the Editor
An Asinine Editorial
As a former business man-
ager of the Tripod (1930-1931)
I had a little to do with the
activities of the editor, for
without my services there
would have been no means to
support a Tripod (student dues
were insufficient), and no op-
portunity for the students to
read of their college's act-
ivities nor for the editor and
his board to express their
opinions on campus problems.
Your editorial on President
Theodore Lockwood's com-
petence to serve Trinity Col-
lege in the "eighties" galls
and distresses me. If this
opinion, and I believe it is
asinine, were to appear in the
Tripod and the Tripod only, it
would not have disturbed me
for your editorial was a family
affair addressed to the Trinity
College student bddy. Oc-
casionally 1 reprimand my
children, but always in pri-
vate; never in public! The fact
that your editorial reached the
press (the Hartford Courant)
was most distressing to an
alumnus who thinks "Ted"
Lockwood has been one of the
finest things that has ever
happened to Trinity College.
He has the maturity, the sound
judgement, the understanding
of the human situation to face |
Trinity's problems realistical-
ly, and does not shift or
change his track with each
shift of the wind. I can readily !
understand why he was elec-
ted to the prestigious position
of President of the Association
of American Colleges and
Universities. Talent rises to
the top!
It did not take "courage" to
write this editorial, but merely
immaturity, insensitvity and
stupidity, lack of knowledge of
the past, and possibly an ego
trip to call attention to your-
self.
The best service you could
perform for Trinity College,
for its alumni and for Trinity's
future, would be to resign
promptly, and to turn over
your duties to a responsible
person who can reflect a
mature, considered opinion
regarding Trinity's need in the
eighties.
Charles E. Jacobson, Jr.
Trinity 1931
Editors Notei
Mr. Jacobson implies that the
Editorial was the opinion of only
the Editor. Unsigned Editorials
are the opinion of the editorial
board.
Women's Center
JiT"
TO: Members of the Trinity
Community
The Women's Center Coor-
dinating Committee has several
,,, vacancies and invites you to apply
to fill one. Trinity's Women's
Center, now in its fourth year, is a
collectively run organization
committed to promoting personal
growth and community among
women. The Coordinating
Committee works closely with the
coordinator in the management of
the Center as well as in deter-
mining the Center's broad goals
and directions.
The Committee is composed of
students, members. of the staff,
administrators and faculty, as well
as the coordinator. There is no set
distribution of members-, although
wide representation on the
committee is one of the criteria
considered in selecting new
members. There are usually about
fifteen persons on the committee
As you decide about application,
it is important that you know that
this is a working committee. It
meets weekly (this year, at lunch
on Tuesdays) and members should
expect a few hours of committee
activities per week. The successful
functioning of the Center depends
'"••"on thi!s: 'investment of time by
committee members.
The new coordinator of the
Women's Center is Leslie Brett,
She is a 1976 graduate of Wesleyan,
and is currently enrolled in the
graduate school of anthropology at
CUNY. Leslie is former, co-
ordinator of the Hartford Interval
House, a shelter for battered
women in the Hartford area, and
has worked at the Hartford In-
stitute of Criminal and Social
lustice in the crime prevention
program. Leslie, as well as other
current members of the coor-
:
 dinating committee, will be glad to
tell you more details about the
Center and committee mem-
bership.
In closing, we urge all members
of the Trinity community to
contribute their ideas for activities
and issues which the Women's
Center might tackle in the for-
thcoming year. In the past, we have
co-sponsored lectures and
programs with many academic
departments and organizations on
campus, and we hope to increase
this form of collaboration.
We are anticipating a good and
active year at the Women's Center.
If you are interested in helping this
to happen through membership on
the Coordinating Committee,
please contact Leslie Brett (Box
1385, extension 459) by September
25.
Sincerely,
COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Trinity College Women's Center
Bravo for Natalie Anderson
Dear Editor:
Bravo for Natalie Anderson1!
book review columns! They satisfy
not only a long-standing need for
variety in the Tripod, but also hint
at the need for variety in the
student life at Trinity. The ho-
mogenous character of the Trinity
. student body has been a complaint
of the self-proclaimed individuals
on campus for as long as I can
remember. Ms. Anderson has tap-
ped a source of "identity" that
does not require dramatic re-vamp-
ing of one's fall wardrobe or green
hair. She merely emphasizes that
there are books out there in the
world beyond Follett's and that
taking art history and Chemistry
lllLinthe,same semester isn't the
only way to become well-rounded.
Perhaps my opinion of the book
review columns is colored by the
fact that Ms. Anderson is a friend.
Granted, I would probably still hold
her in high esteem if she wrote a
favorable review of a Harlequin
romance (though I would think
twice before venturing out in public
places in her company). But she
has yet to write such a review and, I
feel, will continue to transform that
four-letter word, R-E-A-D (as in,
"I have to read 200 pages by
tomorrow."), into something tnat
is, at the very least, socially
acceptable.
Patrica Beaird
Lockwood, Tenure and Sports
To the Editor:
I would like to raise a few issues
with both the editorial board of the
Tripod and the present Adminis-
tration.
Firstly, I find the editorial calling
for the resignation of President
Lockwood both ill-timed and un-
called for. I have been a student at
Trinity for 3 years under Dr.
Lockwood's direction and have
never found him to be anything
other than a strong, stimulating
leader with new ideas and general
concern for the well-being of
Trinity. 1 have no idea where the
Tripod came up with its infor-
mation that both the Faculty and
the students have "lost faith and
trust" in President Lockwood. The
article was noticed by local news
media, call attention to an issue
with no facts and mal-intentions.
However, my disappointment
with the first editorial of the
semester was countered with the
second editorial. I agree with the
Tripod that the system used to
determine tenure is unfair and 1
believe, outdated. I would imagine
that neither the Faculty nor the Ad
ministration has ever been in a
class with any professor that has
either been granted or denied
tenure. Why not open up the
hearings allowing the students,
who are the best evaluators of a
professor's performance, to voice
the facts of the matter?
Lastly, I would like to question
the method by which a team is
admitted to Varsity status. The
Women's Soccer team, recently
accorded this honor, did, 1 am sure,
deserve it. But, what about the
Water Polo team? It has existed for
seven years, without the benefit of
a college-paid coach, and has
achieved the highest awards avail-
able (i.e.. New England Div. II
Champs, 1979), Also, • Women's
Softball, with four years of solid
teamwork has not, as of this
writing, been granted Varsity sta-
tus either. Why not?
Thank you for your time.
Judy Klein '81
Former V.P. Calls For SGA Changes
To the Editor:
Dear Sir,
Once again it is time for S.G.A.
elections, and once again I find
myself dtssapointed by the apathy
exhibited by the student body
toward these elections. Though the
ballots for off-campus and at-large
representatives have not yet been
cast, the dorm elections indicated
quite clearly that interest in the
S.G.A. has not risen appreciably
over last year. In fact, at least two
dorms tht I know of had the
opportunity to elect student rep-
resentatives who do not reside in
the dorms they would' represent.
This information is especially dis-
tubing in light of the fact that the
number of dorm representatives on
the S.G.A. this year will be
significantly smaller than last
year's. And I have heard almost
nothing about any active cam-
paigning on the part of any
prospective representative.
Obviously then, we must find
some way to counteract this a-
pathy, and two simple changes
readily come to my mind. First, the
postition of President and Vice-
President should be elected at-
large from the student body. This
would force at least the major
candidates to do some campaigning
before the students and hopefully
interest some of the more popular
members of the college to run for
office. This is not to imply that the
current members of the S.G.A, are
unpopular, but more competition
would generate more interest. And
this change would haye the added
benefit of increasing the feeling
among the S.G.A.'s members that
they do represent student opinion,
and do have student support for
their decisions, because the major
issues befor the college would be
made known during campaigning.
Second, the S.G.A. should do all it
can to attract students to its
meetings. I believe that many
students have a distorted idea of
the way S.G.A, works. Some may
even think that we are a serious
deliberative body which arrives at
decisions through a democratic
process carefully monitored by
Robert's Rules of Order. If these
students could be encouraged to
attendj even one meeting, they
would discover that this is not
.always the case and that S.G.A.
can be interesting and enjoyable.
Even such a simple change as
including refreshments at ail
S.G.A. meetings would increase
students attendance a great deal.
I hope that these and" other
changes can be made in the S.G.A.
this year. If they are, I believe that
the S.G.A. will cease to act in the
vaccum in which it currently finds
itself. Once this is accomplished
the opportunities for growth and
increased effectiveness of the
S.G.A. will be greatly enhanced.
Sincerely,
Gavin Reardon
Class of 81
Snodgrass for SGA
Dear Sirs,
As one of the few University of
East Anglia students who coinci-
dentaliy happened to be on Trinity
Campus yesterday, I learn with
regret only one Trinity student will
be with us in england this coming
academic year. Our Registrar of
Admissions was on a visit as well,
which made it quite an unusual day
for me as I thought I was well clear
of U.E.A. until September 29th!
I have had a really superb' seven
week vacation in the States, due
entirely to the fact that I made so
many good friends among the
"Yanks" who came to U.E.A. last
year. They are good ambassadors
while abroad, and great hosts while
back home in the U.S.
If there are any Trinity students
who are unable to consider a study
period in the u.k., because of the
(criminal) increases in fees for
overseas students that take effect
this coming semester; may I please
give them this message: Please
remember that these fee increases
are required by the central govern-
ment and are not of the separate
universities' volition; but far more
importantly, please believe that we
English students want you to join
us as much as you might wish to be
able to do so. It is an honor, a
privilege and a lot of fun to have
had U.S. students as our friends
and colleagues last year, and no
one regrets the present financial
obstacles more than we do at home.
Hoping to see some of you
sometime.
Yours sincerely,
Timothy J.H-Bryant
Howdy fellow TC'ers! Welcome
and welcome back. Getting back
into the 'ole swing of books, sports,
and good clean fun? Good, now
make two more collegiate steps:
vote this Friday in Mather and vote
for someone you know will perform
deeds as you want them accom-
plished.
In two stints of student govern-
ment service, this concerned stu-
dent has proved that he cares for
you undergrads and will go to any
lengths to see your views acted on.
Now this year he wants to rep-
resent you, either as the Class of
'82 or as an At-large represen-
titive. This guy is Lyn Snodgrass
and he needs your support. Please
direct any questions or suggestions
to .IK 25 or phone 246-1809.
AND WHO REMEMBERS TANTALUS ?
OW YOU
SMlLlKla
POOL \W
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NEW FEATURE APARTMENT LIVING
A BOLD NEW TREND
FOR THE FUTURE:
by Rob Pollien
Designing the interior of your
dorni room is really as simple as
deciding where to put your toaster-
oven. Off-campus dwellers,
however, have an entire range of
possibilities from which they must
choose how best to decorate their
own tiny piece of urban decay.
if
One apartment which caught the
attention of the Apartment Life
Staft ot this newspaper stands head
and shoulders above the others.
This i.s due to its incorporation of a
total design concept. This apart-
ment, the ihird floor of 1536 Broad,
is the living space of two members
of the class of 1981. They have
invested years of finding just the
right combination of Victorian
furniture, found objects, fine art,
junk, hundreds of returnable coke
and beer bottles, and several
thousand copies of the New York
Times dating from the Nixon
Administration. Although some of
the relics, such as the varnished
piece of pink Saga cake or the Stop
and Shop grocery cart which is
situated in the kitchen along with
other creatures of various species,
'jnay not be your1 cup of tea, the
decor is a vivid attempt at unifying
all these diverse and eclectic
elements, the sum of which
comprises a new movement at the
forefront of interior design.
Interior designers call this
fascinating new trend the Neo-Post-
Modern Hi-Tech Refuse,, or The
New Junk, as it is called fjor short.
This bold and somewhat dangerous
approach to design may juSt be one
passing phase in the constantly
changing design scene. For one
The Bold new look of The New Junk at its most dangerous . Photo bv Ed Hing-Gooh
thing, the Department of Health is
very strongly opposed to it and
secondly, it is only practical to
install alter the lease has been
signed and the payment has been
stopped on your security deposit
check.
If you decide to try to pick up on
this new genre and want to apply it
to your living space, you should;
follow these simple rules. First,
never throw anything out.
Yesterday's dinner is tomorrow's
centerpiece. Another must for
today's New Junk decor is a flexible
lighting system. Those extension
cords and four way plugs that shoot
sparks and cause the occasional im-
promptu barbecue are ideal for
this purpose.
In a recent interview with the
residents of this week's feature
apartment, the Apartment Life
editor and staff investigated the
evolution of this startling, if not
downright offensive, design
aesthetic. When asked how this
much fine junk was assembled
«under one roof, Peter Bain, who
takes some of the responsibility for
it, safd, '"Yf,e\\, we were very
careful not to let the landlord know
about it."
One staff member, upon ex-
periencing the apartment, labelled
it "a montage, complex levels of art
mingled with inane dialogue
creates the impeccable aura ... An
experience in living. You simply
• MUST see it." Another comment-
ed, "The ambience is incredible
. . . At times I find myself hope-
lessly lost in it, as if in McDonald-
land."
An open house has been
promised, but no definite'-date has
been set yet. Keep an eye out for
an announcement soon to come.
When you visit this charming
attempt at recreating the at-
mosphere of Leningrad during the
siege, you won't want to miss any of
the priceless and valueless
examples of New Junk.
A dazzling, complex juxtaposition of biomorphic and Machine forms. ' photo by Rob Pollien
French cooking, American style.
Now appearing at your local store
'••#%*
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B-52's Hit Hartford; Heavy Fallout Reported
by Laura A. Wilcox
The B-52's concert at Stage West
last Friday night was, to say the
least, ' and unforgettable ex-
perience. Although there were
some drawbacks (due to problems
of Stage West), the performances
by both the warm-up- band, The
Plastics, and The B-52's were,
terrific - ,
Part of the fun was seeing so
many people d'ressed to "punk
out." As I arrived to wail on line. I
saw some of the most wild outfits
since the September issue of
Vogue. The crowd was decked in
colorful stockings and sashes, mini
skirts, skinny ties, sunglasses, not-
so-sensible pumps, bouffant wigs,
and even one garbage-bag dress
idesigned by Yve.s-St. Hefty)."
The doors were to open at 8 pm
and I arrived at 7:30. Much to the
dismay of, those on the long line
itermed a "mega-bummer" by one
Trinity student), the doors did not
open on time, and no one got inside
until after 9 pm. Stage West had
failed to mention that the concert
was not to start until 11 pm. Ap-
parently the bands were late, and
there were sound problems - more
than likely Stage West "wanted to
see how many people they could
get tanked within the three hours.
pnor to concert time. lAnd they
did an amazingly good job.)
Stage West had obviously
oversold tickets and then had to-
deal with people impatiently
waiting for the concert to begin.
This; resulted in many rowdy,
inebriated New-Wavers getting
very angry. Anger gave way to
some beer can throwing and chants
• directed at the' stage hands. Of
course some kept their cool by
doing an electrified bunny-hop to
tunes like "Whippit" and "Psycho
Killer", graciously played over the
PA for our enjoyment. If you had
gone with drinking as your main
objective, you had a great time;
however, most came primarily to
see the bands, and their evenings
were not terribly pleasant until
around 11 pm.
At 11 pm, The Plastics, a
punkish, oriental band mounted
the stage. With a zesty flourish they
started "We Are The Rlastics".
Fortunately (for The Plastics), their
music was lively arid well received,
The songs were performed with
synthesized percussion, bass &
rhythm guitars, .keyboards, and
were sung by a girl with incredible
"vocal abilities" (i.e. she didn't sing,
she screeched,) Their music was ...
urn, it had a good beat, you could
dance to it. The lyrics were vir-
tually impossible to understand
(were they singing in Japanese?),
and by the sixth or seventh song, all
the music sounded so much alike
The State of the'ART
by.Clement X. Z. Greenberg
For the past week, Garmany Hall
in the Austin Arts Center has been
the site of a "Summer Work" show
by three Studio Art majors; Robert
Pollien, Cornelia Atchley and Ed
Hing-Goon. .•;
Although Tuesdays opening was
announced in last weeks Tripod, it
was sparsely attended. No doubt,
this was a reflection of the attitude
of this campus towards art and its
practitioners. Nonetheless, the lack
of attendance at the reception
allowed this reviewer to imbibe
more ,than the customary amount
of fine wine, thus permitting an
altered perspective from which to
analyze the show,
1
 -AUQW .uric,' to. regress. Upon
entering Garmany Hall '.one im-
mediately noticed the crowd at the
bar in the center of the room. To
the right, the works of Ms. Atchley;
on the left wall, the photographs of
Mr. Hing-Goon; and against the
back wall, the paintings of Mr.
Pollien, Taken as an entity, the
show seemed hastily prepared. The
presentation of the various objects
d'art, in contradiction to the
American ideal, was ... cheesey to
. say the least. Photographs were
mounted crookedly, paintings were
stapled to the walls, and black
fingerprints were Smeared about
the room. Is this the new aesthetic?
I think net. The work presented,
however, overtook such petty
concerns.. L
Poliien's work showed a fine
understanding of space through
color. His subject matter and int-
erpretation were mainly concerned
with placing interior design
elements in juxtaposition with
common objects. Opinions on
Pollien's work were varied. One
viewer was taken aback by the
palette used, complaining that the
colors were overbearing; while an
admirer stated that "his colors are
great .... the space really works."
Finally, as Roger Prince com-
mented, "very California."
Ms. Atchley's work was highly
reflective of, her summer ex-
perience at New York's Parsons
School of Design. She used an
extremely bold palette, however in
contrast to Pollien's work, her
interpretations seemed more
conventional. A noticeable ex-
ception to this was a small canvas
portraying a park scene in vivid
purples. This work succeeds, it
would seem, because Ms. Atchley
has "loosened up" as one veteran
reception attender stated, "she has
improved greatly."
Finally we come to Mr. Hing-
Goon's photographs. Four distinct
groupings were displayed. The
majority of. the work was of a
progressive nature, concerned with
what seems to be reinterpretation
of the banal through bizarre an-
d / o r mysterious light. An ex-
ception to this was the Arbus-like
sequence of people at the beach.
These were highly ,impersonal yet
effective. '
Enough of this inane art critic
drivel. Overall the show was a fine
representation of varied work, a
good party, and a noteworthy
alternative to' frats and football
games.
that it was boring. By the time The
Plastics were finished, the crowd
was definitely in the mood for the
B-52's.
The B-52's were wonderful.
(Sorry non-new wave fans, but my
enthusiasm runneth over.) So many
words popped into my head as they
blasted out their songs: energetic,
exciting, professional, bizarre, and
most importantly, entertaining.
The B-52's are the most en-
tertaining band I have ever seen.
Although Keith Strickland, drums,
and Ricky Wilson, guitar, don't do
much other than play their in-
struments, Fred Schneider, Kate
, Pierson, and Cindy Wilson, vocals
(plus -a variety of instruments from
the xylophone to the walkieHalkie)
made for the entertainment. Their
versatility was somewhat unusual —
the three vocalists traded lead and
"Backup vocals and instruments
throughout the concert. Something
that really impressed me was their .
„ rehearsed professionalism and at
the same time, their spontaneity.
While they were precise during the
performance, they did not appear
confined.
After opening with "HOT
LAVA" they played both new and
old songs. Of the new songs from
their WILD PLANET album,
"Quiche Lorraine" and "Under the
Strobe Light" were the most fun to
listen to, lyrically, and musically.
Schneider called the latter "a song
to make love by" (erotic, no
doubt.) The last songs they played
were "Rock Lobster" (one of my
favorites) and "Dance this Mess
Around." By the time these were
played, even non- new wavers were
dancing their messes around. After
11 songs the B-52's said good night,
only to be traditionally applauded
back ori stage for an encore. The
crowd went wild as "Space In-
vader" noises accompanied the
Peter Gunn theme leading them
into "Planet Clare". And that was
the end. After four hours of
waiting, I expected a little bit more
than one hour of the B-52's, but I
guess time flew while I was having
fun.
So as concerts go, this was a
good one. The Plastics were in-
teresting, and the B-52's were
super. Apologies to those who beg
to differ, but New Wave music is
something you either love or hate.
As some Trinity New Wavers told
me, "This is great." As some Trinity
non-wavers told me "This Sucks!"
As for me, while my head throbbed
away after too many hours of
excessive noise, heat and smoke, I
asked myself "Was it worth it?"
Let's just say that nothing beats a
chance to Rock Lobster, live with
the B-52's.
Abbie Hoffman's Latest:
Soon to be a Major Motion Picture.
by Natalie E. T. Anderson
It is not unreasonable to assume
the best manner in which to review
a book which dissolves into (literal)
schizophrenia is to adopt the
persona of someone who has a split
personality. Thus, if I jump around'
from statement to statement, I do
hope you'll attribute the lack of
clarity to Abbie Hoffman's Soon
To Be A Major Motion Picture and
not to some fault of my own.
For Abbie Hoffman's recently
published autobiography is indeed
a jumbled, if chronological, mess
of different characters has has been
in his (now) long life. I think the
best way to begin is to offer a brief
description of the book: it's written
in very short segments, each glibly
titled, commencing with Abbie |s
Worcester childhood, stopping for
a few chapters to reveal the birth of
the "60's Abbie" at Brandeis, and
hurtling on into the 60's trfem-
selves.
Now, if you'll permit me to
sidetrack Soon To Be ... for a few
moments, I shall confess that I
could no more have named the
Chicago 7 before I read this book
than I could have recited ihe
appelations of the pilgrim families
who came over on th£ Mayflower.
Nor, I will self-deprecatingly admit,
could I have told you exactly why
there even was a Chicago 7 trial.
• Well, now I know. It's quite
possible that Abbie Hoffman's new
book will be most valuable to
people in my situatiofl, which is to
say, young people. He really
doesn't reveal anything too terribly
earth shattering, I was considering
abandoning Mr, Hoffman's book
after the first fifty pages, as a
matter of fact, due to smug tone he
affected when describing his
childhood. Much of what he writes
should betaken with a grain of salt,
' I believe, as Abbie does have a
tendency to be melodramatic.
Now, he can be partially forgiven
for this because he wrote the book
by himself (what, no ghostwriter?),
but Abbie Hoffman is fun-
damentally a utilitarian writervand
not much more. He gets the idea
across, but that's about it.
I don't mean to attack the poor
guy -!• after all, he's been through
quite a lot. To jump ahead, my
final recommendation would have
to be "read this book," but I can't
help being at least a little cynical,
What better free hype than to
come up for air and throw himself
at the mercy of the law the same
week this book was published?
Soon To Be ... is more a mer-
smerizing collection of tidbits and
trivia than anything else. For in-
stance, the, government paid a
psychiatrist $23,000 to analyze
Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman.
His conclusion "Abbie is an
exhibitionist," Taxpayers' money,
needless to say. We learn towards
the end of his book-that Abbie is a
horny devil, obviously quite proud
of his sexual drive. That he can
never completely, .trust someone
who hasn't dropped acid (I wonder
how he and Dr. Hunter Thompson
would get along). That he couldn't
step outside his house without
getting arrested. That he caused a
national uproar by appearing on
the Merv Griffin show in a shirt
with a "flag motif" and protesting
the network's blackout of the
offending piece of clothing. That
Tom Hayden was a righteous little
twerp who had long hair for purely
political reasons (sacrilege). That
so many publishers refused to
handle his Steal This Book because
of the title rather than the contents.
And so on ... Coming from an
insider, these juicy revelations are
enough to hold a reader until the
final part of the'book, which begins
when the Yippies start to fade and
he tires of, having his nose reshaped
by billy clubs every week.
Suddenly, Abbie's writing
becomes more honest, which is to
say that it improves. He flees to the
Virgin Islands with his wife, finds
that he still can't escape infamy,
and arrives at The Big Decision. He
decides to go underground alone,
We don't get a lot of details, but
Mr. Hoffman conveys the paranoia
and the loneliness convincingly. He
has a breakdown, acquires a
companion, settles down and gets
involved with the No-Nukies. That
brings us to the present.
The funniest part of the .book is
the epilogue, in which Abbie
apologizes to his mom for not being
a,good Jewish -son. The epilogue
mocks lots of things, especially the
people who are waiting to hear him
repent. Just a taste: "It's mind-
boggling, but being a fugitive I've
seen the way normal people live
and it's made me realize just how
wrong I was in the past. I've grown
up, too. You know how it is when
you're young and not in control. I'd
like to go back to school and learn
how to be a credit to the com-
munity. I've always had an itch to
become a certified public
accountant and work with a group
like the boat people. Maybe I could
sponsor some disease that needs a
personality, something like
hemorrhoids. If a judge sentenced
Keith Richards to sing for the
blind because he fooled with coke, •
I'm willing to sing for the deaf as
punishment. If a judge sentenced
Linda Blair to speak out against
drug abuse, I'd be more than wil-
ling to do that. If the charges
against me were dropped, I
promise never to put anything in
my nose again. Not even my finger. '
I'd teach drug abuse at Sunday
Bible classes, supermarket check-
out lines and outside Studio 54."
Ultimately, I have no firm
opinion of Soon To Be... It's a hard
book to pin down. Reviewing
books is not as easy as you might
suppose (in case you can't divine
that from this confused article). I.
won't make it any easier'for you to
form an idea of what Abbie
Hoffman's book is all about - you
should read it for yourself.
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Water Polo Beats UConn, Loses Tournament
Ducks Become Victims Of Depth Problems And Fatigue
On Tuesday evening, the Trinity
Water PQIO team ventured up to
Stores to play in what they thought
would, be a one-day tournament.
Playing both UConn and Araherst
back to back, the team anticipated
returning to Trinity at about 11
PM, and had little to look forward
to as far as free time was con-
cerned. .Upon arriving, however,
Trinity discovered that Arnherst
had not been contacted with
respect to the tournament, and
decided, upon talking' with the
UConn captains, that the tour-
nament would be reduced to a
scrimmage so that everyone would
have a chance to play.
Within the first few minutes of
the scrimmage, the Trinity team
had demonstrated that, despite the
fact that five starters had been lost
to graduation the previous year,
the team had maintained its high
level of ability. Trinity immediately
went up 3-0, and spirits were high.
From that point on, though, the
Ducks played as if they had only
been practicing for four days.
At the end of the A-team
scrimmage, UConn was up 5-4, not
a terribly disappointing score for
the Ducks. UConn had lost no
starters the previous year to
graduation and had been sub-
stituting freely due to the immense
depth of their squad. The Ducks,
however, substituted four or five
times, with a core of about eight or
nine players (there are seven in the
water at one time). Thus the
captains, Len -Adam and Tick
Houk, felt that with a little work,
Trinity could take on UConn and
win.
During the second half of the
scrimmage, the Trinity "Ducklings"
took over, gairiing valuable ex-
perience against a tough opponent.
Impressive showings were
exhibited by John "Moose"
Muserlian, a returning player from
last year, as well as the aggressive
Mike Bronzino. Gib Racioppi, 6'5"
tall, proved that he could keep the
ball away from any defender by
simply holding it at arm's length in
front of him. The two, female
members of the team, Liz Brennan
and Chris Holdridge, simply
stunned the captains with their
awareness and aggressive behavior.
Last but not least, Chip Lake, who
has had a small amount of previous
experience, moved very quickly
throughout the pool, tiring each
man he covered until the sub-
stitution was necessary.
The UConn 'scrimmage over,
Trinity had two days to prepare for
their annual five-man tournament.
Those two days proved to have
been utilized very well, as Trinity
beat UConn 14-12 in double
overtime in the first game, on
Friday. Believing this team to be
the biggest threat to Trinity in
Division II, the Ducks tried every-
1
 thing they knew, and with 1:30 left
in the game, UConn was still
winning 11-9. Somehow, Trinity
reached for that last bit of energy
and, spectacularly, tied the game
with less than fifteen seconds to go.
This revitalized Trinity's hope and
determination, and finally secured
the win against a faltering UConn.
Everybody who participated
played well, and Adam and Houk
were even surprised by the release
f "WSMmii
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Sophomore veteran Dave Pike [#13] was back In action Saturday morning against Williams after
missing two games on Friday night. plwto l>y loryn Cmh
Football Tops Tufts In Season Premier
cunt, from p. 12
defensive end, and Honorable
Mention AU-American linebacker
Bruce Treen. The loss of. these
players proved costly to the
Continentals in theLr season
opening defeat.
* + • * * * *
Linebacker Bill Schaufier was
named ECAC Div. Ill Defensive
Player of the Week for his perfor-
mance last Saturday. Schaufier
chalked up seventeen tackles, three
of which were instrumental in
halting a fourth-quarter jumbo
drive at the Trinity 10 yard line.
With 41 seconds remaining,
Schaufler'-s tackle of Tufts running
back John Giusti forced the fumble
that set up the Bantams' Winning
field goal.
In addition, place kicker Mike
Cooke was selected to the ECAC
Weekly Honor Roll for his ex-
ecution of the winning field goal
Cumulative Statistics
Trinity Tufts
Score........,....,,.,... ,
Firsts Downs (run-pass-pen). ,
Rushes-Yardage (Net)..............
Passing-Yardage (Net).......,.. - •
Return-Yardage (Net}..
Passes (Att.-Comp.-Int.)..........
Total Offense-Yards. ?....
P u n t s ( N u m b e r - A v e r a g e - .
lone) .........
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards/...;..........
16
10-5-1
45-153
93
1 1 ••;•:
21-8-0 ,
' 2 4 6 ••..'"
6-30.8-43 :
•• 2 - 1
.3-25;
14
. 13-5-j)
52-235
'••• 7 1 '
• . 8
13-5-1
, 3 0 6
' 5-29.8-36
, 3-2
•'•-- 5 - 7 5
I n d , l e a d e r s - • l" : ::1.' ' ."' ••':•. •'.•.••• • ,,. :•' • .' ,••'. , ; ,
Rushing: Trim-Iyiartin.18-63,'. Holden 17-57, Elia 9-23:
• , Tufts-Barber 12-74, Krueger 18-70, Beaton 949
Passing: Trin.-,Martin 8-21-0 93 yards
Tufts- Beaton 5-12-1 68- yards, Carpenter 0-1-0
Receiving: Trin.- Reading 3-52 Samsel 244, Holden 2-27
Tufts-Carson 241, Copland 1-13. Krueger IS
of hidden potential. Despite the
fact that Mike Merin scored seven
goals, the Duck's victory was not
due to one player's good arm.
Adam, still recovering from an
injured right elbow and forearm,
scored three goals and kept an
aggressive attitude throughout.
Houk also scored three goals and
had an assist, playing 100% for all
four quarters. But Trinity's new
hope for depth on the bench came
from John Peabody, who scored
once and-proved that his good
playing could secure him a spot on
the A-team. Although Kyle Parrow
went scoreless, his knowledgeable
defense was essential to Trinity's
victory. Lance Choy demonstrated'
his potential in the nets for the rest
of the season with a few
spectacular plays, in which his
hard, "eggbeater" kick held ohe-
on-one scoring situations to a
minimum.
Despite Trinity's elated victory,
the team had fifteen minutes to
recover for a game against Iona
College, the eventual victors of the
tournament.
There is a limited amount of
energy that can be expected from a
player who is in a game for l'/i
hours, and every Trinity A player
surpassed that limit. Against Iona,
Trinity still posed a threat,
although they failed to gain the
upper hand and eventually lost 11-
10. Again, although Merin dom-
inated with six of ten goals, it was
by no means a one-man game. Both
Adam and Houk had bad cramps in
their., legs, although Houk only
missed ten seconds of playing time.
The senior co-captain was quoted
after the game as saying, "I don't
know whether I'm going to die or
gel sick!" trinity lott the game
exhausted and muttering "Just you
wait, Iona ..."
Also a major part of the game
were the Ducklings, who, although
they saw no playing time, main-
tained the high spirit and
 psyCh"
which held the team together
Many of them were exhausted and
hoarse following the games
notably Holdridge and Brennan
who ran the desk efficiently despite
it being their first time.
There was more to come! At
nine the next morning, the still-
exhausted Trinity team faced
Williams, whose line-up included
22 players and several Mi-
American swimmers. Again, then
foe proved to be too much for the '
limited Ducks, and Williams won
13-9. Aside from being tired,
Trinity's team broke down and
became irate. Players argued with
one another, and after a certain
point a feeling of futility permeated
the team.
Indeed, Trinity did not by any
means have the best schedule of
the tournament. This was due in
part to the fact that Thursday
evening at 11:30 PM, Williams
notified Captain Adam that they
could not play when they were
-scheduled to, and so the entire
tournament had to be rearranged.
The facts beingwhat they are,
however, Adam and Houk remain
optimistic about the rest or the
season. The race for the New
England Championship witt be as
close as it ever has been, and Houk
feels that what Trinity lacks in
depth, it will make up for with
intelligent, efficient playing.
:': ;J5|il(illii^^^^Sel^on •' continues
:• against • a powerhousJ'tiWipe^ on
Tuesday at 7 PM in 'New H a ™
Although it is unlikely that Tfmity
will win, it will be a valuable .ex-
perience for everyone, in which
Trinity's full potential will again be
tested.
Successful Careers
don't Just Happen
At the Institute for Paralegal Training we have prepared
over 4,000 college graduates for careers in law, business and
finance/After just three months of intensive training, we will
place you in a stimulating and challenging position that offers
professional growth and expanding career opportunities. As
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed fay
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations,
banks, government agencies and insurance companies.
Furthermore,.you will earn graduate credit towards a Master
of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law for all
course work'completed.at The Institute.
We are,regarded as'the nation's finest and(most prestig-
ious program for training legal specialists for law firms,
business and finance. But, as important as our academic
quality is our placement result. The Institute's placement
service will find you a job in the city ofyour choice, if not, you will
be eligible for a substantial tuition refund.
If you are a senior in high academic standing and looking
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your
Placement Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on: Monday, October 6
The
institute
for;
Paralegal
Training
235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1Emw
(215) 732-6600
(Operated by Para-Legal, Inc )
Approved by The American Bar Association
Prog/ams Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.
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Field Hockpy Tops Conn College In Opener
Fullback Judy Peterson [r.j played heads-up defense in the Conn College victory.
photo by John Hardy
Women's Soccer Drops First Game
A new and younger field Hockey
contingent got off on the right foot
Thursday with Varsity and JV
victories over Connecticut
College, by scores of 2-1 and 5-1
respectively.
Under the auspicious leadership
of Captain Lisa Lorillard, the
Bantams were psyched for their
opening game of the season.
Within ten minutes of the starting
bully, Dottie Bundy popped in
Trin's first goal. Conn College was
scared, and they had a right to be -
it was the fortieth goal of her
distinguished field hockey career.
Bundy's aggressive hustling
prevailed throughout the game and
kept the bail in the safety of the
Conn territory in the first half.
Other prowess not to be
overlooked was demonstrated by
center half Amy Waugh, left wing
Annie Mathiason and fullback
Judy Peterson. This new freshman
blood should prove to be a very
effective force in the future.
Sarah Clark kept the momentum
going by increasing Trin's lead by
two goals with an assist by Ro
Spier. However, the second half
found the Bantams a little sluggish,
by Roberta Scherr
The Trinity Women's Soccer
team faced Smith College at
Northampton last Thursday in the
first game of the season and the
teams first Varsity match. The
Bantams tnught valiantly but came
up on the short end of the 5-2
score. That tally is not entirely
6 bi Uljf caliber of-Trinity's
play. *
In the first half, Trinity's offense
was strong with the Bantams
scoring twice. The first goal came
off the foot of veteran senior Pam
Wilton, who was assisted by fresh-
man Cynthia Hunter in a scramble
in front of the goal. The second
tally was the work of sophomore
speedster Dana Anderson, coming
up from her center halfback
position to score. Unfortunately for
the Bantam Booters, Smith's of-
fense showed even greater alacrity,
scoring four goals in only eight
shots,
[Trinity's defense closed up the
holes in the second half, letting in
only one goal in eleven shots. The
offense, while controlling the ball
for the greater part of the half, was
unable to find the goal although
BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Lacrosse Scrimmage
A combined Trinity-Wesleyan lacrosse squad
took on the Sheffield Lacrosse JClub from
England last Sunday in an off-season practice
game. The British players were a*t the peak of
their playing season, and soundly! drubbed the
home team, which consisted of Varsity and JV
lacrosse" players not presently involved in a fall
sport. j ;
JV Football Opener
The JV Football Bantams Opened their
season yesterday against the Engineers of WPI.
Results were unknown at press time.
iSports On The
Every Saturday WRTC 69.3 FM ivill broadcast
Trinity Varsity Football games beginning at 1
PM. Play-by-play is given by Bora Parzych with
added color commentary. Interview^ with Trinity
coaches highlight the halftime sh<iw.
Women's Tennis
The Women's Varsity Tennis team had a
slow week as their match with Conn College last
Thursday was rained out and Saturday's meeting
with Amherst was rescheduled for yesterday
(results unavailable at press time.). The JV
women's squad hostedjUHart a week ago, falling
by a 5-2 tally. i
Hockey Meeting
All prospective hockey players should plan to
attend a meeting in the Tansill Sports Room at
the Ferris Athletic Center at 7:30 PM on Tuesday
September 23rd. If there are any conflicts, please
get in touch with Coach John Dunham, 561-2206,
in the evening.
The purpose of this meeting is to organize the
football concessions stbpd, program selling and
other duties at the four'home games. In addition,
preseason training and other plans in preparation
for the season will be .discussed.
Cross Country Squad Looking To Better
Last (Year's 7-8' Recdrd
by Bruce Newman
This past Saturday, September
20, an exhibition cross-country
race was held at the home course
between the Men's Varsity squad
and several Trinity alumni. The
undergrad racers squeezed out a
27-28 victory (lower score wins).
This race was just a warm-up for
a fall season that appears promising
for this years's squad. Led by
Coach Ralph Walde and captains •
Alex Magoun and Bob Williams,
:the Bantam runners are aiming for
;last year's record of 7-8. Other
ireturning veterans are juniors Bob •
Rasmussen and Matt Smith. New
prospects are freshmen John
Arbolino, Greg DeMarco and
Steve Klots. Junior Kathy Schleih
heads up the Women's contingent.
Many racers on this year's squad
appear to be in good condition,
having run many miles this summer
in preparation for some demanding
races. Among the Bantams'
contests are the Amherst In-
vitational, Conn College, Eastern,
Williams, Union, Wesleyan, the
NESCAC championships, Smith
(women only), WPI, Assumption,
UHart, Clark and Quinnipiac. All
races, except for two, are away^so
be sure to support the cross-
country team at their only home
meets: Saturday, October 4, against
Williams and Union. Also, the
women host Smith College on Oct.
15.
with a new line change and
heightened energy exerted by the
Conn offense. The camels scored
their only goal, taking advantage of
a muddled circle in Trinity's
defensive end. Unflustered, Anne
Collins rose to the challenge and
kept her cage free of further Conn
threats. Although the second half
seemed to drag for both teams,
Trinity still retained the upper
hand. With more practice and
teamwork, ' the Varsity Bantams
can look forward to a winning
season.
The JV in turn took the Conn
Camels to the cleaners. A young
and very fast team showed no
mercy as they pummeled their
opponents 5-1. The, goals were
tallied due to the hard work of
Weezie Kerr and Ellspeth Hot-
chkiss. Other fine, efforts were
demonstrated by Lisa Sperry, Susie
Schwartz and Laura Gill. The field
hockey Bantams have only begun;
watt until they meet their next
challenge at Williams next
Wednesday. The results of.
Monday's contest with Central
Connecticut were unknown at
press time.
they pummelled the Smith defense
with shots.
On the positive side, the Ban-
tams had nine people shooting for
the goal with a total of twenty-one
shots. They were led by freshman
Hunter, who, in addition to tallying
the assist on Wilton's goal, had six
shots of her own. Sophomore
goalie Terrie Johnson came up with
fourteen saves, including ten in the
second half.
The booters face Amherst away
on Saturday after warming up
yesterday in a home scrimmage
with Westfield State.
This Week In Trinity Sports
Tuesday, September 23
Wednesday, September 24
Saturday, September 27
Monday, September 29
Men's Varsity Soccer vs. Central
Connecticuti 3 PM, HOME.
Water Polo vs. Yale, 7 PM, Away.
Men's JV Soccer vs. Choate, 3 PM,
HOME. ;
Women's Varsity and JV Field
Hockey vs. Williams, 4 I'M, Away.
Women's Varsity and JV Tennis
vs. Williams. 4 PM. Away.
Varsity Football vs. Hamilton, 1:30
HOME.
Men's Varsity and JV Soccer vs.
MIT, 11:30. HOME.
Women's Varsity and JV Tennis vs.
• Tufts, 11:30, HOME.
Cross-Country at Amherst In-
vitational, 11 AM. Away.
Women's Varsity Soccer vs.
Amherst, II AM, Away.
Women's Varsity Tennis vs. Darth-
mouth, 3 PM, Away.
Crow, Psi U Undefeated In
Intramural Football League
Alpha Chi Rho and Psi Upsilon
have dominated their respective
divisions in posting identical 4-0
records in this year's edition of
Intramural Football.
Crow, headed by a strong of-
fensive contingent of Chuck Welsh
'82, Mike Bresnahan '61, Dave
Smith '81 and Karl Rapp '82 have
crushed all four of their opponents.
After a strong 28-7 opening victory
over AD, Crow went on to post
victories of 33-15 over the
Ramithroners, 20-0 over the Rats
and a 33-0 thrashing of North
Campus. The Crow defense,
spearheaded by Mike Goss '81,
Steve Bliss '81, Shaun Finnegan '81
and Scott Taylor '82 has not
allowed a touchdown against them
since the opening game.
Psi U has been equally as
successful in the Gold Division.
After winning a tight 20-12 decision
over the Force, Psi U scored a 33-
12 victory over the Doors before
squeaking by Fredd 14-6. They
made their record a perfect 4-0
with a convincing 29-6 victory over
the Survivors. Psi U is headed by
captain and quarterback Steve
Woods '82 and fleet wide receivers
Kevin Doyle '82 and Ed Ryan "82.
The defense is anchored by seniors
Rich Leroux, Rusty Nisbet and
John OConnell.
Other teams vying for playoff
berths, are AD, the Rats, North
Campus and Ramithroners in the
Blue Division, and the Force, the
Doors, the Survivors, and Fredd in
the Gold Division. Each team will
play four more regular season
games befqre the playoffs begin
next week.
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Trinity Stops Tufts Streak With 16-14 Victory
Cooke VLast Second Boot Lifts Bantams Over New England Champs
Quarterback Peter Martin [17) spearheaded two scoring drives in the second half to come from behind
over Tufts. P*1010 bv R°bert Fa"<
by Robert Falk
The number thirteen proved
.unlucky to Tufts as the visiting
Bantams came away with a thrilling
16-14 victory, halting the Jumbos
12-garae winning streak, longest in
the nation among small colleges.
With 12 seconds left in the game,
Trinity's Mike Cooke settled the
issue with a 34 yard field goal to
hand Tufts its first loss since the
1978 season. The win was
especially sweet for the Bants as
Tufts had been picked by many to
repeat as New England Div. Ill
champions.
After the game, an elated Don
Miller, Trinity Head Coach,
commented, "This is one of my
biggest wins in 14 years at Trinity.
The kids never gave up. they were
great."
The winning field goal stemmed
from a Tufts fumble which Frank
Netcoh pounced on with 41
seconds left on the Scoreboard.
With Tufts needing only to run out
the clock, linebacker Bill Schaufler
forced a fumble which teammate
Netcoh fell on at the, Jumbo 35 yard
line. Quarterback Peter Martin
then hit split end Bob Reading for
eight yards, putting the ball at the
Tufts 27 yard line. Following an in-
complete pass to stop the clock,
Cooke delivered his boot before a
stunned home crowd.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Tufts went ahead 7-0 in the second
period following a fumble recovery
by the Jumbo's Mark Papas. The
Tufts defensive back picked up a
Bill Holden bobble to give the
locals good field position at the
Trinity 22. Five plays later,
Quarterback Frank Beaton
plunged in from the one yard line
to open the scoring.
Tufts appeared headed for a
touchdown earlier in the quarter as
they found themselves with a first
down on the Trinity 16. However,
the drive proved fruitless when
Trinity defensive back Steve
Mongillo picked off a Beaton pass
at the Trinity seven yard line.
On Tufts' first possession' in the
second half, the Jumbos put
together a well-engineered 12-play,
80-yard drive, culminating with
Beaton's second touchdown run
from four yards out. A big play in
the scoring drive came when
Beaton hooked up with split end
Eric Carson for 17 yards on a third
and 11 situation from the Bantam
22. Two plays later, Beaton crossed
the goal line and after Frank
Cirolo's extra point, Trinity found
themselves on the short end of,a 14-
0 score with twenty minutes
1
 remaining in the game.
The fourth quarter belonged to
Trinity as the Bantams erased the
Jumbo lead with two nice scoring
drives. On Trinity's second
possession the the second half,
Martin connected with tight end
Jim Samsel on passes for 23 and 21
yards to keep the drive going.
Martin highlighted the 74-yard, 15-
play march when he ran off the
right side from the one yard line
early in the final stanza. Cooke's
extra point was good and Trinity
found themselves trailing by only
one touchdown with 13:41 left in
the contest.
Tufts refused to bend so quickly,
however, as they came storming
back to the Bantam 11 yard line. At
this point, the Trinity defensive
unit dug down deep and stopped
Beaton on a fourth and inches
situation to end the drive.
Trinity received a gift from Tufts
when a Jumbo player was penalized
for holding following a Tufts punt.
The 15 yard penalty put the ball on
the Tufts 31 yard line where Martin
proceeded to lead the Bants on a
seven play scoring'drive. Mike Elia
brought Trinity within one point
with 1:23 left in the game when he
plunged in from the one yard line.
On the play prior to Elia's
touchdown, Martin eluded a
Jumbo rush and found Holden
open in the middle of the field for
15 yards. The Trinity back carried
the ball to the one to set up the
second Bantam touchdown. In-
stead of kicking an extra-point and
settling for a tie, Miller elected to
try for a two point conversion. The
effort backfired when Martin was
sacked in- the backfield as he rolled
to his left trying to find an open
receiver.
Following the failed conversion,
the Bants attempted an on-sides
kick which Tufts recovered after a
scramble.Two plays later Schaufler
came up with his jarring hit which
resulted in the third and decisive
Jumbo turnover of the day.
Though outgaining Trinity, 306
to 246 in total yards. Tufts still fell
short. Turnovers proved to be the
demise of the hosts as they fumbled
twice while suffering one in-
terception. Also, the Jumbos were
hurt by way of penalties, being
assessed a total of 75 yards. On the
opposite end, Trinity suffered only
one turnover, a fumble, and was
penalized a mere 25 yards. Tufts
outrushed Trinity 235 to 153 yards
with halfback Lenny Barber taking
game honors with 74 yards on 12
carries. Teammate Mike Krueger
tallied 70 yards on 18 carries while
Beaton added 49 yards in
 tt\M
attempts. Martin and Holden lea
the Bantam rushing game with 61
and 57 yards respectively. Martin
also completed 8 of 21 passes for 93
yards, three going to Bob Reading
for a total of 52 yards.
Saturday, the Bantams host the
Continentals of Hamilton College
in a 1:30 game at Jessee Field.
Hamilton opened the season last
Saturday at home against Bowdoin
and was drubbed by a 38-0 score.
The loss continued a two-year, 14-
game losing streak for Coach Ted
Stratford's club. Hamilton was led
by freshman Stu Barrow and Alan
Schmiedicker who ran for 71 and
64 yards respectively in a losing
effort. Hamilton owns a 5-8-0
record over Trinity in a series thai
dates back to 1897. The last time
the two schools met was in 1937
when Trinity visited Clinton,N.V.
and came away with a 25-0 victory.
Last season, Hamilton was a
team that lived and died with the
pass. The Continentals finished
second in the EC AC and third
nationally with an average of 236.6
yards per game. Quarterback and
Captain Phil Greenough. twice1 an
ECAC All-Star, was tops in the
EC AC. Honorable Mentipff M-
American Steve Brooks (42 cat-
ches, 498 yards, 2 TD's) heads up a
superb receiving corps along with
Marty CMalley (28-424-2)and Dan
Capone (36-591-5). Capone earned
ECAC All-Star status in '79 for his
play against Rochester. OMalley
and Brooks finished second and
third, respectively, among
receivers in the ECAC. Players to
watch for include runners Sch-
miedicker, Air Force Academy
Prep School's MVP in 1979, and
Carter Kennedy,1 a Champlain
Valley All^Star. Hamilton rushed
for a paltry 27 yards a game last
season.
Defensively, senior Mark Nagle
(6-1-205) anchors the front four at
tackle, However, the defense
appears weak as Hamilton
graduated both cornerbacks, a
cont. on p. 10
**"
Mike Cooke gets set to idck the 34-yard field goal that gave Trin a most satisfying victory. photo by Robert Falk
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